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Coastal Carolina College

Fraternity goes
By CHRISTINE MILLER
News Editor

Have you noticed men selling T-shirts
in the College Center. Sigma Phi Epsilon
is to be Coastal s first national social
fraternity and they are working hard to
earn it. They will be installed as an official
chapter come the second week of November.
According to Gary D. James. secretary
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, five men got together in the spring of 1978 and decided to unite
to add to their campus social life. These
men pledged Sig Ep. They were Derek
Blanton, Twig Chestnut. Foster Fowler
Simon Spain, and Norm Evans. That
number has now grown to 40 pledges.
Presently, Skip Carrick is President; Simon Spain, Vice-President: Gary James,
Secretarv: and Mike Shephard, Controller.
According to James. Sigma Phi

'-

Epsilon is the most active social group on
campus outside of the Campus Union. This
fall they are planning a beer bust, car
wash, car smash (with a sledge hammer)
and a disco. They will sponsor Superbowl
Sunday for the benefit of the Heartfund.
There are advantages in being in a
nationalized fraternity: housing funds,
scholarship funds. and job placement are
s'ome of them, not to mention the good
times and the many enduring friendships.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is not so exclusive
that it's "snobbishly' hard to get into,
according to James. He said that it is for
fun and for men who are "willing to do
service projects too. They want men who
wal'lt them. Written tests have to be passed
on information concerning Sigma Phi
Epsilon before brotherhood is attained.
"Virtue" diligence, and brotherly love" is
their motto.

c
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Anyone interested in joining can go to
their office in the Campus Union or wait
for the next official rush in the spring. The
Sig Eps also have "Little Sisters' on
campus for women who are interested.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is the second large t
fraternity in America as far as chapter
go.
Dr. Squatriglia, dean of Student Development said, "The college is delighted
to welcome the first national social
fraternity on the campus. We know that
Sigma Phi Epsilon will contribute much to
the life of the college and provide meaningful experience to Its membership and
the college.
Coastal students should support their
fund-raising efforts for their Installation
banquet and receptions in ovember.
James assures everyone of having a good
time.

Ca

Members of Sig Ep: Mike Shepard, Skip Carrick, Tony Ivey and Simon Spain dress
to impress.

Season cheerleaders
announced
Cheerleaders for the 1979-89 school
year have been selected. Tryouts were held
on Sept. 30 and eight girls were chosen.
They are Rita Bellamy, Mona Patterson,
Melanie Kerr. Yvonne Bessellieu, Gloria
Beckman and Kelly Black. Charlyne Varn
and Donna Pestke were chosen as alternates. Tina Bergman and Captain Juan
Barnhill will also be returning to the
squad. From a field of ten. Foster Fowler
triumphed as Mike Man.

Ca
The SGA held their clas President and Representative elecbo
are a follows:
Senior President, Ron Covington; Senior RepresentatIve Gary Loeb! and Rom
ackar.
Junior President. Andrew agle; Junior Representatives teve Everhart and Jef
Lewis.
Sophomore President. Danny MacDonald: Sophomore Repre ntativ
Crume and Allan Kujala.
Freshman PreSIdent. "Lane' Martin' Freshman Repr sentabv
David O. Anderson.
Congratulations to all of the candidates for a clean and enthu ia tic campal n
Coa tal Carolina College had the larges turnout ever for th fall lectJon. The Ciu
manning th polls during election were the Bu ine Clu E 1 ia A
Alpha Ph
Omega, Afro-Am and okra tic.
The Salamungunda Art Club provided unique and imaginati e ballo bo
Also. a new system was used (and wor ) of using print-out heet to eep t
election fair.
I

The squad was chosen by five judges,
three of whom were outsiders of Coastal
Carolina College. "The cheerleaders were
chosen fairlv and I was very pleased with
the results,;' said Pat Singleton. a judge
from Coastal.
Sheets and scores are open for viewing
in Student Development, Rm. 206 of the
College Center.

The price of filling your gas tank is
outrageou . Wor e, the cost of replacing
your car or repairing it to as ure reliab e
transportation. By comparIson, the long
walk from distant parking lots is a minor
inconvenience . . . but an inconvenience
never the les . Sharing a ride in a car pool
rill help olve orne of these problem
Your ga expense will be cut b on -half
(or two-thIrds or three-quarters . and
your car will last two to four tImes longer.
For each car pool. that put you one to
three parking lot nearer to your cla
buildin·g.
The Off Campus Housing Information
ervice (OCHIS of Student Development
offers a service to help persons form a car
pool or share a ride. A. car pool is a
regularly scheduled transportation plan
based on cooperation by all participants.
Share a ride is a one-time, or occa sional
ride arranged between two or more persons. A ride board/share a ride bulletin
board service is located on the first floor

Foster Fowler, Coastal Carolina's new
Mike Man. "puts mouth in gear" for the
first basketball game of the season.
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Opinions/Editorials
Dreallls can COllle true
Editorial
Everyone has dreams. A political science major wants to
become a Perry Mason; a theater student - a Marilyn Monroe
or Clark Gable; and an athlete - a Bruce Jenner. Aside from
being important we want to go places-the Bahamas, Paris and
concerts.
We all want to be important, do exciting things. Yes, we all
have dreams. Some which.are far away, and some not so far away.
But whatever they are, we have to work for them to a certain
extent. Nothing is given to us. We have to go after it.
Not very many students get an A and never crack a book.
For some it takes long hours and a lot of work to barely make
a B. Life is like that. Practically all of us have to work, maybe
not so much now as when we get out on our own away from our
parents. But most of us will have to have a job to survive, and
we will need a good job to get more out of life than just the
necessities.
You don't just wake up one morning and say, "Hey, I'm nobody.
I think I'll be president" and take office tomorrow. It takes a good
education just to get you started on your way. Then you take what
comes next.
Sometimes, when you think you are as far away from
something as the moon, a break may come your way. Such was
the case last summer when approximately 2000 spectators enjoyed
the Rolling Stones in concert at the Myrtle Beach Convention
Center. Of course, you had to be tuned in at the right time to the
local radio station. For once the information of the Stones'
appearance was aired, tickets sold out in less than two hours.
I myself missed this spectacular event, however, I survived
and looked at the situation optimistically and waited for another
break which was sure to come along. That break came in August
when news of the Bee Gees concert in Columbia and beginning
tickets sales on Aug. 27 were announced.
Who would have ever thought the Bee Gees would appear in
Columbia? If there were any possible way to get a ticket, I was
going to get one. My mother sent off for tickets during mid-August,
and we received them in the mail sometime later. I was shocked
to say the least. I, Cherri Dix, actually had a ticket to the Bee
Gees concert.
Of course, I wasn't really excited until the day before the
concert. As friends can tell you, I went up to them, pinched them
on the arm and said "Guess what? I'm going to see the Bee Gees!!
I can't believe it!!:' Needless to say they gave me some kind of
looks and simply asked, "Well how did you get tickets?"
Well, Wednesday, Oct. 3 had arrived (Concert Day), and we
were off to the concert. But first I had a 2 p.m. meeting and Denise
had a 4 p.m. funeral. I wondered what would happen next. Well
I just had to ask, for when we all arrived at Dutch Square to meet
Peggy, we switched off the car which turned out to be a
catastrophe.
When we had regrouped, we got in our cars to go eat before
the concert, but Zack's car wouldn't start. WONDERFUL! There
was no way Peggy's 280ZX would hold us all, but, believe me, we
were beginning to crawl in when phone calls, our mechanical
knowledge and everything else had failed. Suddenly, the owner of
the theater came to us with jumper cables. With no effort at all
the car started.
\Ve dismissed the idea of eating and hurried off to the concert.
We arrived late, parked, bought Bee Gee t-shirts, programs, and
food, and caught the end of the Sweet Inspirations as we proceeded
to find our seats. Our seats just happened to be in the nosebleed
and the stage looked a mile away.
We decided to go sit with Zack (who by the way won his ticket
the night before from WKZQ when he guessed the eight Bee Gee

hits played during a 12 second interval.) His seat was much closer
to the stage although we had to stand throughout the entire concert.
We didn't mind though, belfeve me.
The concert was worth everything we had to go through to
see it. It was FANTASTIC! ! Barry Gibb looks even better in person
than in pictures, girls. With those binoculars we had, he looked
as though he were only about three feet away. Wow, what a man!
What a group! What a concert! The only thing the Bee Gees were
missing that night was brother Andy.
So you see dreams do come true. So whatever your dream
may be, don't cast it aside. Work for it - and maybe just maybe
your dream will come true too. And the time spent achieving your
dream will have been well worth every minute ·of it!
I actually saw the Bee Gees in concert. Wow!

Article-wonderful; clocks-disgraceful
To the Editor:
My thanks to Jennie Sausey for her fine
article The Mature College Student,
She said it all. To quote, "I urge any
of my peers who find life boring or who
are worried a bout the future of our society,

to go back to college." I agree!
Now to more mundane matters. I
would like to suggest all clocks that are
not working be removed, especially the
clock in the library.
Barbara Adamson

Candidate thanks supporters
To the Editor:
I want to take this time to express my
appreciation to those sophomores who supported me with their vote during the recent
election. I would also like to commend Ms.
Melody Murphy for the outstanding job she
did running the elections.
Finally, I would like to let my fellow
sophomores know that if they have any

problem or complaint that needs to be
brought to the attention of the S.G.A., they
should feel free to contact and inform me
of the situation. Remember the S.G.A. is
an instrument for the students to use, and
like any instrument, it is of no value if
unused.
Again, a deep appreciation to my supporters.Danny MacDonald

CORRECTION AND APOLOGY
When we make a mistake, whether it is a misquote or a typographical error,
we will print a correction. Please bring errors to our attention as soon as possible.
.
"LETTERS POLICY"
Letters to the editor must be legible and brief, not exceeding 150 words.
All letters may be edited but will not be censoreCl. Each letter must bear the
writer's signature and address.
Mail or deliver letters to: Editor, "The Chanticleer," P.O. Box 275, Conway, S.C.
29526.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is your newspaper and should be used by you to express
your views on issues concerning you. We need to know what yu want for Coastal and
for the community. Write to us (even if it's to disagree). We respect your right to your
opinion and hope that you will respect ours. Have a good semester.

The Chanticleer
Coastal Carolina College
P.O. Box 275
Conway, S.C. 29526
The Chanticleer is a student publication of Coastal Carolina
College. The opinions expres~ed do not represent those of the
administration, faculty or students as a whole.
Editor ................................................................ Cherri Dix
Managing Editor............................................ Clark Vereen
News Editor ..................................... , ......... Christine Miller
Feature Editor.............................................. Jennie Saussy
Sports Editor............................................... Robert Reeves
Entertainment Editor................................... Marty Gelhaar
Business Manager ................................... John Kachmarsky
Photographers .............................................. Marty Gelhaar
Elma Harrelson
Advisor..................................................... Mr. Edgar Dyer
Member: Intercollegiate Press Association
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Ad vertisernent pays off
By Jennie Saussy
Feature Editor
Dr. Richard A. Koesterer, the Biology
Department's new faculty addition, comes
t~ Coa~t~l from Nairobi, Kenya. His specialty LS Insect physiology. Koesterer answered an advertisement in a science
magazine and wound up settling in Conway
and teaching at Coastal.
. Koesterer, who has three degrees in
biology from the University of St. Louis
(including a Ph.D.), spent the last four
years at Kenyatta University College, a
branch of the University of Nairobi. He
was in Kenya on an expatriate contract.
He stayed in Kenya for two consecutive

two year contract terms. He says there
was a limit on the non-citizen staff at
Kenyatta Univ. But, what actually brought
him back to the U.S. was the expected
event of Richard, Jr. Koesterer and his
wife, Theresa, came back in January 1979
in good time for Richard Jr. to be born
in February.
Koesterer is presently teaching Human
Anatomy, Physiology, and General
Biology. He says he is as happy as a "bug
in a rug". He finds his students friendly
and capable.
His duties in Nairobi consisted of
monitoring and training other teachers. He
thinks this gave him a better background
for teaching himself.
He describes Kenya as a "Black ruled

etc. " In order to find whom one was
country." He says he experienced
looking for, one trapsed up and down the
firsthand the feeling of being in a minority
group. Kenya is less than 5% white. He
street/road on both sides until his party
was located.
.
says he had no anxieties about life and limb
but experienced many cultural shocks. One
His problems were further aggravated
shock he described in particular was
by the fact that, since Kenya had been a
"African Time." According to Koesterer,
British colony, everything had British
the efficiency with which things get done
terms rather than American.
in Kenya is affected by the lack of anything
Tarzan movies are more enjoyable to
remotely resembling a rigorous schedule. . Koesterer now that he has lived in "Tarzan
country." However, he says that, generalHe also cites a communication gap in
ly, these movies are disjointed and geocertain areas, i.e. "There are no Yellow
Pages. In Nairobi your feet do the walkgraphically unauthentic. He says he finds
ing." He says if you were lucky enough to
it hard to swallow that Tarzan could start
find the town in Kenya that you were
a feat on the North Coast of Africa and
looking for, you still had no street address
bring it to its conclusion in southwestern
Africa. Koesterer doesn't think Tarzan's
to find your party. all one had to go on
vines could transport him that fast.
was "road to Mombassa, road to Nakura,

Rice has
seaweed
•
Interest
By Jennie Saussy
Feature Editor
The new chemical adjunct to Coastal's
Marine Science Department is Dr. Donald
L. Rice, a chemical oceanographer. Rice
has a B.S. in chemistry, an M.S. in macromolecular chemistry and a Ph.D. in
marine geochemistry, all from Georgia
Tech. He did his doctoral research at the
Skidway Institute of Oceanography in
Savannah, Ga. He has a joint appointment
to the Synoptic Outwelling Study at the
Belle Baruch Marine Science Institute at
Hobcaw Barony.
Rice's specialty is marine trace
me~als. He is ~n.ves1igating funding for a
project ?n defmmg and measuring trace
metals In seaweed. This would be in
coopera tion with Dr. Lohr, phycologist
(algae), and geochemistry.
According to Rice, seaweeds get their
nutrition from water. He thinks it is
possible and practical to sample seaweed
In order to arrive at the heavy metal
c?n~entration in water. Heavy metals are
dIffICUlt to measure in water itself.
Rice believes that research is a part
?f Coastal's teaching mission. His policy
IS not to pursue research without student
participation. "Research participation is
absolutely necessary to the training of
developing scientists."
An atomic absorption spect~o~~otometer is primary on his "wishhs~ for Coastal science lab equipment.
ThiS woul~ be used for recording trace
metals. RIce says an atomic absorption
spectrophotometer would prove to be a
versatile instrument' 'because with atomic
absorption capabilities Coastal can help
local governments monitor water supplies. "

New faculty: Dr. Donald Rice, Dr. Richard 'Koesterer, and Instructor Stephen West.

F"orIner student hecoInes instructor
By Clark Vereen
Manging Editor
Stephen H. West, instructor of
mathemathics and a new addition to
Coastal Carolina's faculty, is a former
Coastal Carolina College student.
West went to Coastal in the beginning
of his collegiate life. He later attended
USC and achieved a BS and a MEd there.
Married, West and his wife Elizabeth
have two daughters: Holly and Heather.

Author is visiting professor
By ALLAN KUJALA
Staff Writer
Raymond A. Moore, Jr. is a visiting
professor from USC-Columbia filling in for
the late Colonel Williard Nichols. Moore
volunteered to come to Coastal adding to
his proud record, that he has been away
from the main campus more than any
other professor in his department.
Moore has his PhD from Columbia
University, in New York City and ha~
taught in Australia, Pakistan, San Francisco, New York, at Duke University, and at
the US Army War College. Moore said that
he liked diversity in his life and traveling.
Moore teaches American Government
and US Foreign Policy and has a world full

of opinions on President Carter, ERA,
state and national government and more.
Moore volunteered to come to Coastal
Carolina because he thought it would be
an interesting experience, he likes the
beach and golfing, and he is a personal
friend of several professors here.
Moore has had his book, "Nation Building in the Pakistan Army", published and
is currently working on a book comparing
the foreign policy views of small towns in
Tasmania, Australia and Ridgeway, SC.
After a year at Coastal, Moore will
return to USC-Columbia and hopes to
return to Tasmania. He would also like to
teach in England but says, "Tasmania
Australia is the greatest place I have eve;
been too."

They reside in North Myrtle Beach where
West taught math at the NMB High School
for eight years. Concurrently, he taught
night math classes at Horry-Georgetown
TEC for three years: Now at Coastal, he
teaches 099,100,101, and 121 math courses.
The desire to teach at a higher level
and to better himself, challenged and
brought West to Coastal. He said that he
even teaches a few of his former stUdents.
"One reason why I like Coastal," he

said, "is because the students want to be
here. They are not forced to go as in the
public school system." He also stated the
faculty is tremendous, and the instructorstudent relationship is more personal and
not like the number systems used in the
larger colleges.
West said his hobbies are freshwater
fishing, tennis, and golf. Conclusively he
added, "I'm looking forward to a long
relationship here at Coastal."

NTE dates approach
.
S~~de~ts completing teacher ~reparation programs and advanced degree candidates
m speCIfic fields may take the NatIonal Teacher Examinations to be given on November
10, 1979, February 16, 1980, and July 19. 1980, at test centers throughout the United States.
. . Results of the National Teacher Examinations are considered by many large school
dlstncts as one of several factors in the selection of new teachers and used by several
stat~s for the c~edentiallin~ of teachers or licensing of advnced candidates. Some colleges
reqUire all semors preparmg to teach to take the examinations.
Prospective. registrants should co~tact the school systems in which they seek
employment, theIr colleges, or approprIate educational association for advice about
which examinations to take and when to take them.

.
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ew dean sees bright future
"Small is beautiful," says Coastal's
new dean of academics, Dr. Roy Talbert
Jr. He believes that a small college like
Coastal offers a better education, particularly in the first two years.
"Smaller classes and personal interaction between instructors and students is
an advantage because the student has
more access to the instructor and is more
likely to pick his brains. Being a large
college is not part of Coastal's identity."
Talbert goes on to say "Students,
themselves, show a trend for smaller
institutions as is evidenced by overall
student registrations across the nation.
This is not to say that some small colleges
won't close with budget crunches and
dwindling enrollments. But those that
close will have been less competitive in
supplying a solid liberal education. Sometimes we spend too much time using the
latest gimmicks and.don get down to the
reality of teaching.'
He has a commitment to Liberal Arts
and doesn't believe in what may be just
faddish or in vogue.
"Proficiency in basic skills i necessary to the training of students for all
careers. The correlation between career
plans and actual careers is at a wide
variance. I want a strong core of liberal
education to cover all life situations. This
may be a dream and hard to do, but it is
still my direction. I want students to not
just learn facts but to acquire the ability
to grapple with concepts."
Talbert comes to us from Ferrum
College, Ferrum, Va. where he was Director of Curriculum and Programs and the
principal assistant to the dean. He holds
a B.A. (Honors) from Furman and a M.A.
and Ph.D. from Vanderbilt University. All
these are degrees in history. He was born
in Cheraw, S.C. and is married to Linda I
T. Talbert. They have two children, Matthew. seven and Rebecca, two.

Dionne
Warwick
says:
"Get your
blood into
circulatiori.'

Call

RedCross
now fora
blood donor
appointment.

Talbert was a counterintelligence officer with the Department of Army from
1972 to 1974. He has been published widely
in the historical field and been active in
community programs and media presentations throughout his career.
He likes the duality of Coastal's mission to serve an "isolated, remote agriculture area" and a high growth tourist/retirement area. He believes Coastal
has a tremendous future.
"What makes a college vital is its
uniqueness. That we have; and even some
very good old
don t have this."

By ROD LEE
taft Writer
The 1979~O term brings a new advisor
to The Chanticleer, Edgar L. Dyer In
Assistant Profe sor of Political Science.
A native of High Point orth Carolina,
Dyer attended Guilford College on a
basketball cholar hip. After graduation
Dyer worked under the administration of·
South Carolina Governor John C. West in
the Office of Urban Planning and Community Affair. Dyer hold a masters 10
Public Admini iTation and a Juris Doctor,
both from
-Columbia. This i Dyer
fourth year a a Coastal facult member.
Dyer see hi role with the new paper
as that of a resource person and con ultant
on public issu . He stated that the policie
of The Chanticleer should be set b the
editor and her staff. He said "I am her
if needed, and I will keep outside partl
from cen oring the newspaper.
Although he has no formal journahstic
training Dyer' experience in the Utlcal

Dr. Roy Talbert, Jr.
"1 believe in lifelong learning leisure
leat;ning and continuing education. The
college nightmare of the Eighties is the
shrinking college age population. This need
not be a nightmare for Coastal."
Talbert thinks a chronologically eclectic student body, such as Coastal's, has
much to offer students along the entire
continuum of age. His experience at Ferrum College in Continuing Education Programs ha convinced him that the varying
ages have much to offer each other. He
thinks the crosswise flow of information
from various life experiences add greatly
to the more u ual vertical flow between
instructor and tudent.

Coa ta
•
Impre
se
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By DAVID ANDERSO
Staff Writer
Dr. William Hamilton, a native Californian. is Coa tal Carolina's newest addition to the Music Department. Hamilton
along with his wife and children come
from Williamsburg, Virginia where he was
a professor at William and Mary College.
Hamilton received his Bachelor s
degree from the University of California
at Berkley, hi Master's degree, as a
commuting student. from California State
University at San Francisco, and he received hi Doctorate from the University
of Michigan at Anarbor.
hortly after receiving his Bachelor's
degree Hamilton spent a year in the
military. When that year concluded, he
taught in a public high school outside of
San Francisco. Also at that time he began
furthering hi own education eventually
obtaining his other two degrees.
Hamilton say , "My fantasy was that
I would go off to school, get a Doctorate
and go back to California to work." As of
now, the onlv reason he's ever returned to
California was family obligation .
Hamilton came to Coastal becau e of
it ize and opportunity. He liked the idea
of a commuting college ince he was a
commuting student while working on his
Master's degree.
Here at Coastal, Hamilton teache
mostl mu ic theory, but does teach one
class of music appreciation and one clas
of elementary conducting. He states, "Th
Music Department is very illustrative of
what I've heard about the growth and
po!ential of Coastal!'

n
By Aile Kujala
taff

rller

Richard W. Brunson "Rust
ha
joined the busine department at Coastal
Carolina College. Brun on who received a
Doctorate from Michigan State Univer it ,
a Bachelor Degree from est Point and
his Masters from Bab on College in Ma sachusetts, wa formerl a facult member
at Michigan State U C-Columbia and
nivermost recentl at Texa Women
Ity.
Brunson was born and raised in Kansa
and attended We t Point with such prominent people a the former ruler of
Guatamala Somoza, Gen. George Patton'
on and late Pre ident Dwight D.
Eisehower's son.
Brunson, who i married and ha three
children, is intere ted in golfing and collecting golf books and artifacts. Brunson
explains that a ide from

J
Pepsi-Cola 80 tling
of Conway
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By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor
In today's column I would like to direct
your attention for a few moments to the
Coastal Carolina College soccer team. This
unit, after accumulating a ~-11 record in
its first year as a team in 1978, is now a
power house in the district. The Chants
whipped the College of Charleston, the preseason number one team, in the season
opener and has since plowed through team
after team with only a couple of setbacks.
And what has caused this great turn
around within a single season you ask?
RECRUITING-That wonderful word for
bringing the best players of other areas
'-.. into our own. Coach John Farrely was
({uite busy at this game during the summer
and his efforts resulted in no less than 15
new soccer players joining the Chants. Add
these to the five members chosen from last
years' team and you've got a formidable
arsenal of weapons.
Eight of these new recruits come from
Monroe Community College in Rochester,
New York and Coastal has seemingly
swept the cream of the crop of the two year
school to the beach. The Monroe team last
year was at the top of its division and was
only beaten in the district playoffs 3-1 by
Morrisville Community College who went
on to place third in the National Junior
College competition in 1978.
In addition to the eight Monroe players.
Coach Farrely has added an outstanding
prospect from New Jersey by the name of
Brian Kukon and an excellent prospect
from Maryland by the name of Jim
Medrano. John Walker is a transfer from
Indian River Community College and will
be joining the Chanticleers along with
three players just out of high school in the
form of Guy Brown from Coastal Academy, Randy Gibson from Waccamaw
Academy in North Carolina, and Nicky
Holland from Irmo High School. Also
joining the Coastal soccer team is Ulle
Hillbert from Sweden.
"We have a strong nucleus of players
who are accustomed to playing together
now," said coach Farrely. "This, in addition to the remaining Coastal Carolina
nucleus should create a stable team for the
other newcomers to slot into."
Another note of interest in Coastal
athletics is the appointment of a new
Sports Information Director. Al Brice
joined the Coastal Carolina staff the week
school started and has been working hard
ever since to build up support in the local
media for Chanticleer athletics. The Sports
Information office is located in the Physical Education trailer just outside the Williams-Brice building.

Karl and Kurt Tausch

1979.80 Coastal Carolina Tennis Team

Chant netters sweep tourney
The Coastal Carolina tennis team got
its season off to a flying start as the
Chanticleers won the UNC-Wilmington
Collegiate Invitational Tennis Tournament
held September 28-30.
The Chants finished with 47 points
while Campbell College finished second
with 27. UNC-Wilmington finished in third
place with 20 points and East Carolina
finished in the last place spot.
Coastal's Eddie Gayon won the singles
title by defeating Coastal's Mauricio
Behar, 6-3, 6-2. The tournament was set up
as an open draw contest so that when
Gayon defeated Ken Harris of UNC-Wilmington 6-2, 6-2, and Behar defeated
Campbell's Xavier Horcasitas 6-1, 6-3 in
the two semi-final rounds, the two team
mates were pitted against each other in
the finals.
Gayon and Eddie Williams of Coast.sL
defeated Kenny Love and Ron Edmond!on
of East Carolina University by default to
advance to the doubles finals. Horcasitas
and John Williams of Campbell then
downed Seif Fahmy and Behar of Coastal

to advance to the finals against Gayon and
Williams.
The doubles finals proved to be a hard
fought match but the Coastal duo proved
to be too much for the Campbell pair as
Gayon and Williams won in two sets, 7-6,
6-4, to take the championship.
In consolation singles, Coastal's Twig
Chestnut defeated David Holland of
Campbell College 6-4, 6-4.
The only area the Coastal team did not
take home honors in were the consolation
doubles. Jim Watson and Paul Shackleford
of UNC-Wilmington defeated Roger Hall
and Chestnut of Coastal in one semi-final
round, 7-5, 6-4 while Cid Sobrinho and
Bobby Wright of Coastal downed Luck and
Holland of Campbell in three sets, 6-3, 3-6,
7-6. Then in the finals Watson and
Shakleford defeated Sobrinho and Wright,
8-l.
"I was really pleased with our
performance." said tennis coach Marshall
Parker. " You couldn't ask for any better
from our guys."
The Coastal netters finished with a 23-3

overall record last season and held the
number 18 spot in the nation after the
national tournament last spring.
" After seeing the ways those guys
played at Wilmington I would have to say
we've got a good chance of winning the
district again ." said Parker. " We've got
a lot of tough teams in the district,
especially Presbyterian College who
always has a good team, but I think if all
goes well and we play to our potential there
is no reason why we can't go all the way. "
The Chants lost five of the teams top
seeded players from last year's team but
returning lettermen Gayon and Behar and
eight new recruits seem to be taking up
the slack as was evidenced in the Wilmington tournament.
The Coastal tennis team has two other
fall matches scheduled at this time as the
Chants plan to participate in the Richland
County Tournament in Columbia October
19-21 and the South Carolina Intercollegiate Tournament at The Citadel November 2-4.

Sports Spotlight
•
•
cODlbination
Tausch brothers are a WInnIng
By Robert Reeves
Sports Editor
Today's "Sports Spotlight" focuses on
two brothers who have made their mark
as two of Coastal Carolina's top soccer
players. Kurt and Karl Tausch are two new
players on the Chanticleer roster, coming
to the beach along with six other players
from Rochester, New York.
Kurt Tausch, 20. played for the perennial playoff contender at Monroe Community College at Rochester last year
while Karl sat out last year and is entering
Coastal Carolina as a freshman .
"I guess the warm weather brought us
down to Coastal primarily," said Kurt.
"That and the fact that Coastal has a good
program for business majors convinced
most of us from New York to come.
Whatever their reason for coming,
these two have certainly been a bonanza
for soccer coach John Farrely. Thus far
this season Karl has already scored five
goals and had six assists while Kurt has
scored four times and has five assists to
his credit.
"These fellows have really contributed

to the winning attitude of our team," said
Farrely. "Their ability and statistics
speak for themselves . Those things say it
better than I ever could."
Yet while the two brothers ha ve always
played soccer together and are on the same
team now , they don't feel like they have'
to compete with each other. "We've
always worked pretty much as a team ,"
said Karl. "There have been a lot of times
when I would get an assist by passing to
Kurt and letting him shoot for the goal."
"We always try to play team ball but
it has worked out where we could help each
other a lot," added Kurt. "Of course we
could never do anything if it wasn't for the
other guys on the team backing us up."
According to Coach Farrely, the rest
of the team backs the brothers 100 percent.
"The team really has a great attitude
about these two guys and the season in
general. "
Especially appreciatory seem to be the
five returning players from last year's
soccer team which went 4-11 in its first
year as an intercollegiate team.
"I think the guys from last year's team

are glad we are here, " said Karl. " There
is a lot more competition for them with
. all of us new people on the team, but I think
they are glad to be a part of a winning
team. "
Besides the warmer weather to play in ,
the Tausch brothers say that one of the
major differences they have noticed in
college soccer in the south is the amount
of competition among the teams of the
district. " When I played in Rochester,
there were only a few games each season
that were considered critical," said Kurt.
" However, here, every game is extremely
tough because the teams in the district are
fairly evenly matched."
With additions to the Coastal Carolina
soccer team like Kurt and Karl Tausch the
soccer program has greatly been improved
and has already provided for some exciting
soccer action. More is expected this coming Saturday as the Tausch brothers and
the rest of the Chanticleers take the field
against Baptist College at 2:00 at Quail
Creek.

Soccer team downs
Patriots, Terriers
The Cf)astal Carolina Chanticleers soccer team downed Francis Marion College
2-1 on September 25 and then. after a ten
day break. beat Wofford College 3-1 on
October 6.
The win was the fourth in as many
games for the Chants as they boosted their
eason total to 6-2 and held an unblemished
4-0 district mark as of October 9.
Coa..stal·s next home match will be
played this Saturday at 2 p.m. as the
Chanticleers take on Baptist College on the
(~uail Creek driving range.
The game will be billed "Super Soccer
Saturday" as Coastal cooperates with the
Grand Strand Soccer League in promoting
youth soccer in the Grand Strand and
Conway areas. This is a rescheduling of the
event after Coastal's home match with
Benedict College was rained out on September 29.
In the Francis Marion game, the Patriots' Bob Gorman put his team on top with
a goal early in the first period. but
Coastal's Steve Warner tied the game with
about five minutes remaining in the first
period.
Brian Knckss of Coastal then scored
the winning goal with about 15 minutes
remaining in the game as Coastal won its
third consecutive games in a four day
period.
,. After playing three games in four
days you've got to know they (Coastal)
were putting out at the end. It was just
a tremendous team effort," said coach
John Farrelly. ,. Francis Marion is a big
rival in every sport and the tremendous fan
support we had was like having a 12th man
on the field."

" \\ e've got a clas ball club," Farrelly
added . " . Tob dy can deny that. "
The \\ offord team most certainl
didn 't deny it a. Knoess scored both goals
in leading the Chants to a 2-1 victory over
the Terrier . Wofford , ranked number 14
in the south prior to the match. is now 3-2-1
on the ea on .
Knoe s put the Chants on top early in
the match with a head shot into the net
to give Coastal a 1-0 lead and then put the
winning goal in with 15 minutes left in the
game to put the Chants on top 2-0.
Woffords 'Only goal came with ten
minutes remaining in the game when the
Terriers scored on a free kick.
Coastal had 24 shots at the goal
evidence that the game was played on the
Terriers half of the field. while Wofford
was limited to a dozen shots by the tough
Coastal defense.
"I believe that we have a good shot at
the district playoffs if we can beat Wofford," coach Farrelly said previous to the
game. "They're definitely one of the
strongest" teams that we'll face and this
gam will reall show us if we re tough
enough to do the job.'
The Chanticleers finished with a 4-11
record last year io. their first season as an
intercollegiate team and their 6-2 record
thus far shows vast improvement.
The key to this improvement seems to
be in the recruiting done over the summer
by coach Farrelly. Fifteen new players
have joined the Chant team and these along
with (ive returning players, including
Knoess. have made Coastal a vastly improved and highly competitive team in
District 6.

The Coastal Carolina soccer team takes on the College of Cbarle toD in a match ear" r
this seaSOD. (Photo by John Edwards.)
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Volleyball team off
The Coastal Carolina volleyball team
has gotten its season into full swing as the
Lady Chants ha ve compiled a solid 3-2
record through October 7.
The womens' team was beaten in its
first match of the season against rival
Francis Marion but quickly rebounded to
beat Coker College in the tri-match held
September 25.
Francis Marion jumped on top early in
their match with Coastal, winning the first
game 15-7. The Lady Chants rallied in the
second and downed the Lady Patriots 15-12
before finally dropping the match in the
third game 15-6.
However. the Coastal team didn't allow the set back to effect them as they
soundly followed the loss with a whipping
of Coker College in two games by 15-8 and
15-4 margins.
The Lady Chants then followed this win
with another as the Coastal women downed
Benedict College before losing to Winthrop
in a tri-match held at Winthrop October
3.
The Lady Chants started cold in the
first game against Benedict, losing 13-15
but then came back to win the final two
by a 15-5 margin each time to take the
match victory.
They had no such luck in their rna tch
with Winthrop. one of the top teams in the
south. although the Lady Chants played
well.
In the first game, Coastal got off to a
fast start. jumping out to an early 5-1 lead.
However. the Winthrop team quickly
closed the gap to within one at 8-7 and then
exploded to take the lead and the game
with a 15-9 score.

1979 Lady Chanticleers Volleyball Team
1st Row: Faye Rawls, Pam Leasure, Sue Herman, Linda Sellers, Terry Hickman.
2nd Row: Coach Violet Meade, Kuuipo McFaddeD, Joan Cribb, Denise Dayberry, Pat
Clark, Anne Grimmer, KareD Stanley, Assistant Coach Anne Peritt, (Photo by John
Edwards.)
The second game proved to be more
to Coastal's liking as the Lady Chants led
for the entire game, holding an early 5-1
lead and then staving off another Winthrop
come back at 12-10 and going on to win the
game 15-12. Freshman Karen Stanley, who
played the entire match without substitution, at one point held service for seven
consecutive points.
"That second game was definitely the

best game we have played so far," said
coach Violet Meade . "We showed a great
amount of consistancy and had great team
play against a very tough Winthrop team. "
The win marked the first time that
Coastal has ever beaten Winthrop in a
game of volleyball.
The Lady Chants couldn't get tbe same
thing going in the third game as the
aroused Winthrop team downed Coastal

15-5 to take the match.
" Even though we 10 t 1 still feel w
won a moral victor ,. said coach Mead
• I wa really proud to see u do a
11
again t a team that i a tron a
throp is every year.
Undefeated Wmthrop had aIr ad
beaten High Point thi year a team that
went to the national tournament la tear,
and i undoubtedl the tronge t team In
the distnct thi year.
" We played our best th entire tournament and I feel our girl did a trem ndou job,' aid Meade. " These gIrl no
how to play totally a a team and a long
a we do that we're going to be abl to
win ..
The Lady Chan picked up their third
win of the a on about a ea 11 a th
come on October 5 when Co er College
failed to show up for a rematch With th
Coa tal women in what wa uppo ed 0
be Coa tal ' first hom match lfl th
William -Brice building
The Lad Chant next hom mat h
will be against Benedict CoIl ge on aturday at 2:00 in the Coa tal gymna lUm

e .....p_~&a
All women interested in playing women's basketball houldcontactCoaCh Ste e
Taylor before October 13. Taylor can be
reached in Room 114 of the iUiams-Brice
Building or by calling Ext. 137.
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Coastal Carolina announces basketball schedule
The uSC-Coastal Carolina College
"Fighting Chanticleers" will face the
toughest basketball schedule in its young
history during the 1979-80 season.
Coastal plays in the NAIA District VI,
where the action is often tough and demanding. Coach Bergman sees this year as
being his toughest because of the improving teams in the district. "This year's
District teams look impressive and are
stronger than ever," Bergman says.
Adding to an already demanding schedule, the Fighting Chanticleers will play
three road games with NCAA Division I
schools. (Furman, The Citadel, and
Campbell).
Head Coach Russ Bergman has also
organized the First Annual Coastal Carolina Roundball Classic which will include
competition by USC-Coastal, Central
Wesleyan (1978-79 NAJA VI champion),
Bluefield State University, and Allen University.
Coastal's 1979-80 schedule could create
another exciting year of Coastal Carolina
basketball for area sports enthusiasts.
Adding to the excitement is the loss of only
two of Coa&tal's lettermen and the signing
of four outstanding prospects.
Coastal's first test comes in a Tip-Off
Doubleheader at Coastal Carolina College,
Friday Nov. 16 & 17, with Coastal Carolina
playing Friendship College the first night
and Barber-Scotia the second night.
Coastal will play at 8:00 P.M. each night
and Francis Marion will play at 6:00 P.M.
each night.

CORRECTION: The picture on page five
of the September 26 edition of The Chanticleer should have been credited to John
Edwards. We of The Chanticleer regret the
error.

Last season's rebuilding year saw the
Chants go 18-13 and finish 2nd in the
regular season NAIA District VI Dunkel
power ratings. This year 4 starters Forrest
Junck, all District VI; Dwight Lighty;
Dennis Casey, All District VI Academic
team and David Thorbes return along with

letterman Nate Lagum, Clay Price, James
Brown, and David Grissett. These seasoned veterans should prov.ide Coastal with
the experience needed to win the close
ones.
But Coach Bergman did not rest this
spring. He added an impressive group of

recruits to an already talented squad.
Three freshman, Tony Whittington 6'4",
Lee Stringfellow 6'9", Herman Senor 6'0",
and transfer student 6'6" Todd Mitchell
rounds out a Coastal squad that should
improve as the season goes along.

I...--Fall golf season underway-_...I
The Coastal Carolina College golf team
travels to Elon, N.C. today to take part
in the Elon Collegiate Invitational Tournament. The tourney will be the Chants'
third of the fall season as the Coastal team
finished with top honors in their first
tournament and then finished fourth in the
Atlantic Christian-Campbell Invitational
held last week.
Coastal got its season off to a winning
start as the Chants won the 10 team
Methodist College Invitational Tournament in Fayetteville, N.C. September
23-25 by two strokes over the University
of North Carolina.
Coastal finished with a team total of
591 to North Carolina's 593. East Carolina
finished third with a 596 total followed by
North Carolina State at 600, Francis
Marion 608, Pembroke 613, Campbell 617,
South Carolina State 617, Clemson 618 and
UNC-Wilmington 618.
Kelly Player of North Carolina took
medalist honors with a 144. Don Griffin
was second at 145 and Coastal's Ray
Freeman came in tied for third at 146.
Steve Jones of East Carolina also shot 146.
Coastal's Rick Lewallen was alone in
fifth place at 147 and Coastal's Charlie
Askins tied for sixth at 148. Other golfers
at 148 included Randy Kinard of Francis

Marion, East Carolina'S Mike Helms and
Ricardo Britt of South Carolina State.
Coastal's John Erlinbach was next at 149.
"Our top three golfers performed as
expected," said Coastal coach Tom Cooke.
"We also gained a lot of help from
freshman Charlie Askins to win."
The Chants didn't do quite as well in
the Atlantic Christian-Campbell College
Invitational although Freeman shot a twoday total of 148 to capture medalist honors
in the two day event held October 4-5.
The tournament was won by University
of North Carolina-Charlotte with a 613
total. Finishing second was Guilford with
a 632 and Campbell was third at 637. One
stroke behind was Coastal at 638 followed
by East Carolina at 640, Pembroke at 644,
UNC-Wilmington at 649 and Atlantic Christian at 668.
Leading UNC-C were Chris Tucker
with a 149, Mel McDaniels and Britt
Waters with a 156 and Tim Mosier with a
157. Other leading scorers were Mike
Griffin of Campbell, 154; Robbie Phillips
of Guilford, 156, and Joey Himes of East
Carolina, 156.
Coastal Carolina players and their
scores were: Lewallen, 82-82-164; Erlinbach 82-84-166: Askins, 80-83-163; Dan

Caswell, 79-93-172; and Mike Beylen. 87-90
-177.
Only 10 of the more than 80 players in
the tournament were able to break the 80
mark on the second day because of the high
winds and driving rain.
The Chanticleers have seven returning
lettermen this year with Freeman as the
number one man. During the summer,
Freeman qualified for the Colgate Hall of
Fame Tournament, an event in which only
two amateur players qualified.
Freeman also won the Sea Gull Invitational, finished fourth in the Michelob Open
and held down the third place spot in the
Carolina Amateur Tournament.
Other returning golfers for the Chanticleers this year include Erlinbach,
Lewallen, Steve Heida. Rocky Revis,
Malcolm Trickey and Beylan.
Newcomers to the Coastal team in
addition to Askins who is from Conway
include Caswell and Charles Canaday from
Myrtle Beach and Scott Johnson from
Greenville. Scott Hughes also joins Coastal
for the first time as a transfer from
Eastern Kentucky.
The Chanticleers finished second in the
district last year and finished second in the
State Tournament even though they had to
play without Freeman.

AFTER YOU'VE
SHOPPED
AROUND••.

... see .us last for
the best deal in town!
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1122 FOURTH AVE.· CONWAY, s.C.
Conway: 248-4288/Myrtle Beach: 448-8585/Lorls: 7&e-7270
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RECORD
REVIE
Rick Wakeman
By Marty Gelhaar

Entertainment Editor
When you look at the cover of
Wakeman's newest, you'll first notice the
man's ugly mug gazing out into eternity;
trying to look sophisticated at that, but it s
. the background that counts. Who wrapped
the Matterhorn with foil and masking
tape? Must have been hell, especially for
an album cover. And who is that person,
also draped in Reynold's, and the dog?
Probably the album cover designer, and
the deft little doggy, the musical arranger
wrapped in foil and put out in the snow
as revenge for this horrible album. Yes,
horrible. Not only that, it's a double album
• thus making four sides of horrible.
Wha t ever happened to Richard
Wakeman, Yes' in-residence keyboard
wizz kid, creater of such classics as ' Six
Wives of Henry VIII' , "Journey to the
Centre of the Earth" and "Criminal Record"? Frankly Rick, we think you're
sick. First, Mr. Wakeman hired Bruce ("I
can't work under the e conditions Lynch,
the disco ba~s player noted for bragging
about tile inch-thick callouses on his
thumb, and Frank ( I m an animal and
I want to go home" Gibson. one of the
industry's few drummers who can play one
beat. Some combination. Al 0 featured
(insulated) are guitari ts ico ("I would
prefer to overdub this' Ramsden and
Tony ("Pa s the vitamins") isconti, who

both perform about three notes apiece. The
studio sessions must have been pure pandamonium with Bruce tearing his hair out,
Frank wanting to go home, ico wanting
to waste precious $300 per hour. studio
time and Tony screaming for his drugs so
he would not fall asleep during this incredible bore.
Poor Rick. He was so put out by the
confusion that he started naming the
songs' "Animal Showdown' "Bombay
Duck", "Wooly Willy Tango", and of
course "The Flasher"? Luckily, only one
song has vocals, "Pedra de Gavea " which
has really incredibly stupid lyrics. This is
sung by Rick through a multi-thousand
device called a vocoder that can even
make Mick J agger sound like Frank Sinatra.
.
Actually, the only songs worth listening
to out of the available 17 are "The Palasi '
a pretty acoustic piano solo (wow Rick,
where did you leave you synthesizer ?
Hopefully between Ocean Boulevard and
England) and "Half Holiday'. which i the
ragtime type of thing you d hear while
walking down Bourbon Street. But, i s ju t
Rick and his tru ty Moogs (mu t have
found them.) Senou 1., Rick, the onl'
people who are going to in est $12 in your
newe t tripe are frisbee thrower who 1i e
the wa ' an A & 1 record label 100 a
it crashe to the ground. Sorr . old chap.
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The e York Theatre Series begin in October. Facul and tuden at Co
are entitled to a special rate for season tic ets. Student ticket ar a allab at
per person with one faculty ticket available with each group of ten tuden .
The eason's productions are:
Chicago
Thursday, October 25, 1979

Ain t Mi beha in
ednesda , February 13 1

An Evening with John Raitt
Saturday, ovember 10 1979

Death Trap
Tuesda Ma 13 1

South Pacific
Saturday, December 8, 1979
Tickets may be purchased and picked up at Claudia Cleary' office (KL 227)
Monday Wednesday Frida from 12-2 p.m. The last day for ordering i Oc~ber 17.
Students are encouraged ~ attend.

Import ha e qu

Association for retarded citizens pon or
kate-a-thon
The As ociation for Retarded Citizens of Horry County i sponsoring a 12 hour
kate-A-Thon to benefit the mentally retarded. on Saturday
ovember 3, 1979 at
Sportsworld on U.S. 17-South in Myrtle Beach, beginning at 10:00 A.M., with registration
at 9:00 A.M.
Proce~ds from the Skate-A-Thon will support programs in behalf of the mentally
retarded chIldren and adults of Horry County and our state. Pledge sheets are available
at the skating rink.
.
Prizes for the most funds collected will include a stereo/record player lO-speed
bIke and roller skates, along with door prizes and other attractions. The grand prize
statewide is a "Garelli Motorized Bike. '
Cale Yarborough, the Honorary Chairman for the Skate-A-Than is urging the people
of Horry County to take part, as a participant or sponsor. He said, "Mental Retardation
is the number one handicap in South Carolina - Help us win the race against this dreaded
disability.' ,
For more information. call Mr. Bob Helmer at 293-3621.

.
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Cultural arts series offers enter alnm
Coastal Carolina College is sponsoring
a cultural arts series featuring public
performances by nationally recognized entertainment groups.
Presented by the Faculty Cultural Arts
Committee at Coastal Carolina College,
the series includes performances by the
Alabama Shakespeare Festival (Nov. 5),
Anthony and Joseph Paratore {Nov. I5},
the Preservation Jazz Company (Feb. 21)
and the Pauline Koner Dance Consort
(Mar. 18).
The series is subsidized by the ational
Endowment for the Arts, the Southern Arts
Federation, the South Carolina Arts Commission and Coastal Carolina College. The
subsidies allow the college to reduce the
cost of tickets for the public.
Season tickets now being sold by the
college cost $9 for all programs. All
performances are at 8:00 P.M. in the

auditorium of the new Conway High
School.
I' All the performers in this series are
of national caliber. says StUdent Activities Director Al Poston, and I don't
think any of them has ever appeared in this
area, although the Paratores were a big
hit at last vear's Spoleto."
"Almost all aspects of the arts are
covered - everything from classical music to jazz to modem dance to a
Shakespeare play. Anywhere else you'd
have to pay $5 a ticket for any of the
~rformances, but if you buy a season
tIcket at Coastal Carolina you can enjoy
all performances for a total of 9 said
Poston.
Anyone may call 347-3161 in Conway or
448-1481 in Myrtle Beach and requests for
season tickets will be taken.
On
ovember 5th, the Alabama

Shake peare Festival will perform th
Twelfth
ight, Shakespeare' fa mOl
corned about identical twins who use their
mi taken identitie to pursue romance.
Anthony and Joseph Paratore the first
American duo piani ts to claim first prize
in the Munich International Competition
will perform on ovember 15th.
On February 21, the Coastal eries will
present the Preservation Jazz Company
fea turing the James Drew Trio and highlighting the de elopment of jazz mu ic.
The Pauline Koner Dance Consort will
perform on March 18, under the directIon
of the legendary Pauline Koner no in her
51st year of dance. Koner is world reknown
as a 'choreographer performer and teach-

ere
Ticket sale to the erie are designed
to expand the Coastal Carolina Cultural
Art Series.

Doe Top 40 bor
'Billboard ignor:
Di co abhorr ou 2

. .th n turn on th 'Q'
(that ROCK 102)
from mtdnight to two

Every unda night
when we do It righ
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for "FROM THE OTHER
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Cardiac grants ayailable

C~unselor's

.Corner
By DR. ELIZABETH K. PUSKAR

Do Coastal students have problems and
if so, what are they? Yes, to be human is
to have problems and being a student lends
itself to a variety of human related problems. These problems are often complicated by pressures of juggling a work,
school and social schedule.
It may come as no surprise to you to
learn that a large number of our students
work either full or part-time. In fact, 59
percent of the students surveyed indicated
having work responsibilities in addition to
going to school. The results of a recent
survey found that students indicated several problem areas at one time. The five
areas that received the most attention
were: DEPRESSION, FINANCIAL, FAMIL Y, DRUGS and ACADEMIC.
The results of a recent survey given to
a random sampling of 200 Coastal students
in the fall semester of last year have been
tabulated and this information may be of
interest to you for several reasons. If you
took part in the survey, you may be curious
about what was found, and if you did not
participate, you may wonder about the
kinds of problems reported by your fellow
students.
The survey was designed by the Waccamaw Mental Health Center with the
purpose of finding out how many students
were aware of the services offered by this
program and also to find out the problem
areas of Coastal stUdents. In addition,
several questions were asked to find out
how many students know about the Counseling Center on campus and what kinds
of things would prevent you from seeking
assistance with a problem area. I am
grateful for this information because it
will be helpful in planning for the future.
Answers to questions that tried to find
out where students would turn if they
needed help in these areas indicated that
family, friends, and in some cases min-

isters, were frequent responses. When
asked. "before this survey, did you know
of the Waccamaw Mental Health Center,"
65 percent of the 200 students surveyed
answered no, and in response to the question, "Did you know that your school has
a campus counseling program for students
with problems, " 50 percent said yes, while
47 percent said no.
The implications of these results are
many and varied. You may be asking
yourself what all this information means
and what will be done with it. ... To begin
with, the college counseling center and the
Mental Health Program have established
a good working relationship. Dr. Jim
Pearson, director of our local Mental
Health Program is a warm, friendly person who is acting as a contact person for
referrals to that agency. He is committed
to the Mental Health needs in this area and
IS interested in making students more
aware of services.available to them.
If you are a student with a problem,
the college counseling center is open to
you. It is located on the second floor of
the College Center. All sessions are confidential. Records. when kept, are the
private property of the counselor only. If
you wish to speak to me by phone, you may
call extension 200. an extension that will
only be answered by me. Taking care of
your mental health needs is important.
Stop in or call any day between 9 and 5.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr. Puskar encourages students to send in any questions
you may have. Letters may be addressed
to Dr. Puskar and delivered to her office
or to the Chanticleer office. Letters may
be signed or unsigned. Dr. Puskar is here
for the students and all sessions with her
will be kept confidential. I encourage
anyone with a problem, whatever it may
be, to see her.

Murphy's
Messages

By JENNIE SAUSSY
Feature Editor .
According to Dr. Carl King, Coordinator of Coastal's Human Performance
Lab, Coastal is getting ready to submit
three Cardiac Care Grants. Grants will be
submitted to the S.C. Commission on
Higher Education-Community Service
Division and to The American Heart Association-S.C. Affiliate. The third grant
will involve pursuing funding from the
Ocean View Memorial Foundation. This is
a trust left over from the old Ocean View
Hospital.
The purpose of pursuing these grants
is to establish Coastal as a regional center
for heart disease intervention. There is
also a possibility of establishing Coastal in
the future as a cardiac rehabilitation center.
King says, "Statistics support these
needs. This area has the highest rate of

I rut

c?ronary disease in S.C. and S.C. has the
hIghest rate for the nation.
These grants would enable an interdisciplinary'approach to heart disease intervention prevention and management of
coronary risk factors. The grants would
ipvolve Phys. Ed., Health Ed., Nursing
Psychology, Psychology and possiblv other
disciplines.
.
The program has in actuality already
begun. There is presently an Aerobics
Participation Program in effect. This is a
program trying to monitor the number of
people engaged in regular, substantial
pnvsical activity. Thls program has already instituted awards for program participation in this area.
Additionally. smoking cessation and
weight reduction clinics are in the making.
Further information rna be obtained from
the Department of Continuing Education.
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Third Annual Mini-golf Tournament announced
Coastal Carolina Alumni Association wil sponsor the Third Annual Mini-golf
Tournament at Hurl Rocks golf course at Myrtle Beach on Sunday October 14.
The popular competition for players of all ages is expectd to surpass records of
previous years as contestants vie for prizes valued in hundreds of dollars. Grand prize
for the tournament, low score for 36 holes, is 100 in cash donated by the sponsoring
Coastal Alumni Association. Seven local banks or financial institutions have additionally
pledged prize money, and awards of merchandise and services from the business
.community will further swell the treasure chest.
Manager of the tournament for 1979 is Eddie Salley, a recent graduate of Coastal
Carolina. In announcing details of this year's third competition, Salley outlined four
categories of eligibility by age groups: under 6 years; 7 to 11: 12 to 16: and all others.
Prizes have been allocated to each age group, and all players are eligible for the top
award.
.
In addition to the awards for competition, ticket holders will be eligible for door
prizes, with winners selected at a drawing of lucky numbers at the golf site on the
evening of play.
This year undergraduate campus clubs at Coastal Carolina are lending support
to the Alumni Association in making the 1979 Mini-golf Tournament the very best to
date. Members of the Coastal Carolina Business Club and the Undersea World are actively
sharing in the task of preparation and will share in monitoring duties when play is under
way.
Competition begins at 1:00 P.M. on Sunday, October 14, at Hurl Rocks golf course,
19th Avenue South and Highway 17 in Myrtle Beach. Refreshments will be available
all day and into the evening hours when play terminates with darkness.
Tickets at $1.50 each may be obtained from Ms. Ann Hunter at Coast Magazine
or from Ms. Terri Harris at Horry Shopper, Third Avenue in Conway, or from any
member of the Coastal Carolina Alumni Association. Proceeds will go to the scholarship
program, the Alumni Association and to incentive awards for students and faculty at
Coastal Carolina College.

-----The Chanticleer--....

By MS. MARY KAY MURPHY
Director of Career and Life Planning
Specla' Writer

•

Career Planning & Placement is coming alive at Coastal. We have some really
exciting programs being planned for YOU!
First, for all graduating seniors, we will be offering resume and interviewing
workshops at the following dates and times:
Monday, October 15
1-2 p.m.
RM. 201 College Center
Tuesday, October 16
1-2 p.m.
HM. 201 College Center
Monday, October 22
12-1 p.m.
RM. 201 College Center
Friday, October 26
12-1 p.m.
HM. 201 College Center
Also, I am meeting with directors from Francis Marion, Coker and Morris College
to discuss the possibility of sponsoring a "Career Day" where graduating students can
interview with state and national recruiters. We are also in the initial stages of
implementing an on-campus recruitment program. I'll keep you posted on further details.
Seniors - it's time to consider setting up your placement file at the Career Office,
College Center. If you aren't aware of our placement service, let me explain. You need
to complete a resume form and a minimum of three recommendation letters. You can
obtain these blank forms from our office. You will also need an unofficial transcript,
obtainable from the Admission's Office. We will, when your file is complete, supply
the employer upon his/her request or upon your request with your placement file
credentials.
We support you seniors! Hope to see you at the workshops.

Meet the deadline
The Chanticleer publication dates and ad copy deadlines for the remainder of the
fall 1979 semester are as follows:
Publication date
Copy & ad deadline
Oct. 24
Oct. 15
Nov. 7
Oct. 29
Nov. 21
Nov. 12
Dec. 5
Nov. 26

*********************

Lost:

Bulletin Board

Would anyone knowing the whereabouts of The Chanticleer Bulletin Board please
c0!ltact a staff m~mber immediately. We, the staff, are sure it has just been mistakenly
mIsplaced and wlll turn up soon. We appreciate your assistance in this matter for we
miss it des~erately.
'

Admissions and r e c o r d s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C.A.R.Now that Fall semester has gotten underway, we have decided to start a question
and answer column in hopes that we can help our students better understand the policies
and procedures at USC-Coastal Carolina College. Send any questions you may have to
us and we will try to respond to all of them before the year is through.
For our first column, we have decided to answer commonly ~sked questions on
Computer Assisted Registration (C.A.R.). C.A.R. for Spring 1980 begms today and ends
Wednesday, October 30, 1979. If you have any other questions concerning this feel free
to come by the Office of Admissions and Records at any time.
Q. How do I fill in the C.A.R. form?

Q. I had an "Incomplete' in English 102 in Sprin 1979 and ha
up. Should I schedule this on C.A.R. for Spring 19801

A. See your adviser. Determine the course you need to take for your particular
course of study and write these on the C.A.R. form along with the sections you want
and the correct schedule code. You may find it helpful to fill in the worksheet located
on the back of the C.A.R. form or the one in the schedule. This way, you can be sure
that you will not have two classes scheduled for the same time period.
Q. If I am not sure that I will pass a course, what should I do about C.A.R.1

A. Take the positive approach. If your intentions were to proceed to the next course,
sign up for it. If you realize, before you are billed, that you are not going to pass,
then you can make changes at that point. Once the bills are printed, you will have to
wait until priority drop/add day or during late registration to make changes.

,

Coastal
hosts British
•
symposIum
•

Coastal Carolina College has been
selected as the site for the 1979 Carolinas
. Symposium on British Studies October
20-21.
The British Studies Symposium is a
five-year-old annual gathering of scholars
students and enthusiasts of British culture,
history literature and art. Past symposiums have been held at UNC-Charlotte
and Appalachian State University but this
year the Symposium will move to South
Carolina's Grandstrand, where it will be
hosted by Coastal Carolina College.
"This is the sixth Carolinas Symposium on British Studies," says Dr.
Joseph Wightman, a member of Coastal's
faculty and one of the host organizers of
the event. "This event attracts scholars
from the Carolinas and adjoining states.
An the participants are interested in
Britain's life and history and some participants specialize in British literature, music or art. It's a great priviledge for
Coastal Carolina College to host this
group. '
Wightman says he expects more than
a hundred people to attend the Symposium,
which has a registration fee of 5. The
Saturday sessions (Oct. 20 will meet in
Coastal's College Center and the Saturday
evening program and Sunday sessions will
meet at the Myrtle Beach Hilton.
Registration for the event is 11-1 P.M.
Oct. 20th at Coastal' College Center. The
Symposium's opening session begins at 1
P.M.: a reception is planned from 5:30-7:00
in fyrUe Beach, followed by a dinner
program at the Myrtle Beach Hilton at
7:30. The Sunday ses ion will begin in the
Hilton at 9 A.M. and will conclude at 12: 30
P.M.
S 'mposium topics include presentations entitled British Religious Radicals,
18th Centur ' Intellectual Currents British
Children's Litera ture, Renaissance Images, Scottish and Irish Studies, Britain
Between the Wars, and 19th Century Literature and Society.
Local school teachers, students and
residents interested in British life are
invited to attend the Symposium.
•

• ••
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Q. I have a part-time job and I have to wor m schedul around that. Ho
I do this?

Busines
The 1979 Small Business Development
Series sponsored by the Coastal Carolina
College School of Business Administration
is scheduled for Oct. 16th 17th 23rd and
Nov. 1st, and will present seminars on a
variety of problems and challenges frequently encountered by small businesse .
The series of seminars is sponsored by
Coastal's Business Administration School
in cooperation with the Myrtle Beach
Chamber of Commerce, the Conway
Chamber of Commerce and Winthrop College's Small Business Development Center. Dr. Gerald Boyles Dean of Business
Administration at Coastal, says the series
can provide assistance for local small
businesses in a variety of ways.
'The Small Business Development
Series we're sponsoring at Coastal is designed to help small businesses reduce
their failure rate; to help them impr:,ove
their abilities to generate profit and to help

A. Definitely not. Once you have regl tered for a cour
a
"Incomplete" grade, it is up to you and our professor to
tha
up within the one year limit. Al 0 you don't need to pa for the sa
0
If the professor is agreeable, just attend cla and make up
will be easier on you. But, hatever you do, don't re iter for that
Q. Is there an advantage to be gained b

tumin

In

n

ca

m d thi

d r:
grad
cou
that a
cour

m C.A R. form

A. Yes, definitely. A the saying goe fir t come, first served. ~ appli
C.A.R. as well as anything else. In other word , turn your C.A.R. form m th 0 I
of Admissions and Record as soon as po sible and our chance of
i
r fl
choice of sections will be improved.

e a
businessmen who are preparing to invest
capital determine the potential of succe
in their investment, Boyles explain .
"These seminars should be of value to
anyone currently in business and to anyone
interested in entering busines ."
The Coastal series consist of four
eminar . The fir:st program Pre-Business
Planning for the Small Busine is scheduled on Oct. 16th 7-9:30 P.M., and wIll
answer the basic problems facing anyone
who plans to establish a small bu ines cash requirements, sources of assistance,
mar eting and organization.
Basic Accountin and Boo eepin for
the Small Business scheduled from 7~9::.J
P.M. on Oct. 17th. provides the information
necessary to develop effective accounting
practices. Topics include' managing receivables, payables and inventory, controlling cash flow handlin income taxes
and calculating busines decision.

The Business Club under the direction of President Jimm Sole
meeting of the semester. Refreshments were served at th meeti
Business Club has over 60 members and is pushing for a goal of 100.
the year is $5.
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CAMPUS
BULLETIN BOARD
SGA holds regular meetings
The first regular meeting of the Student Government Association will be held at
2 P .M. on Friday, October 12th. It will be held in the overflow Dining Area of the new
Student Center. All class offices and a representative from each club are expected to
be in attendance.
The second meeting will be held the following Friday the 19th of October in the
same location.

Students may serve on food committee
All students interested in serving on the College's Food Service Advisory Committee
are asked to contact the Office of the Dean of Student Development, College Center
206. Deadline for student application is October 31, 1979.

Open at 11 A.M. Daily With:

Private Party Rooms
Quality Food
Good Service
Fair Prices
Two Soups Daily
And A
SUPER Salad Bar
(Over 40 Items)

Drop now or pay later
Oct. 15 is the last day to drop a class without WF or F for regular fall semester.
All students wishing to drop a class should do so now. Also, C.A.R. registration begins
Oct. 10 (today) and runs through Oct. 30. All students need to see their advisors
immediately and turn in their spring schedules.

Eligible students selected for Who's Who
All students currently enrolled for 12 or more hours, junior status or above, with
a G.P.R. Of 3.0 or above, are eligible for posible selection to Who's Who membership.
Who's Who is a national organization honoring scholarship and leadership.
Eligible students have been mailed a packet of material from the Student Affairs
Committee. Completed application deadline is 5:00 P.M., Friday, October 26, 1979 in
the Office of the Dean of Student Development, College Center 206.
Students who believe they are eligible and who have not received a mailing from
the Student Affairs Committee should contact the Dean of Student Development's Office
immediately.

Hwy. 501 .
Conway, S.C.
248-6329

Memberships available on committee

cHouu

The Student Media Committee , which serves as publisher for the media (Atheneum,
Archarios, and The Chanticleer), provides for at-large student membership. The
committee is comprised of student editors, faculty advisors, the Director of Student
Activities , Director of Public Information , and two at large members from the faculty
and the student body.
Students who are interested in serving on this committee as at large members
or in learning about this committee are invited to contact the Office of the Dean of
Student Development, College Center 206, EXT. 203, at their earliest convenience.

of the.

t:::.R~in,g dun..~ !fnc.
PINE LIQUORS
at
DISCOUNT PRICES
6401 N. Ki"gs HlgtHNOY
Myrtl. eeach, S.C. 2'577
1803) 449-f>284

Scholarship deadline Nov. 1
Anyone interested in receiving a scholarship for the Spring 1980 term must apply
by November 1, 1979. Applications received after this date will not be considered. You
can pick up an application at the Financial Aid Office anytime between 8:30-5 P.M.
Monday through Friday.

New organization forms on campus
One of the new clubs on campus this semester is called the Ekklesia. The club
is a Christian fellowship group. Group devotions are held on Monday and Thursday at
1 p.m. in room 202, College Center. The group is basically Protestant Evangelical, and
all Christians are welcome.

Organizl;ltions sponsor bus for USC games
The Spirit Club and the SGA are sponsoring bus trips to the USC home football
games. Anyone interested in more information or in buying tickets can come by the
SGA Office, 203A, in the New Student Union Building. Ticke~s are available for
the Mississippi game, October 20; and the Wake Forest game, Noyember .17.

ADA asks for organizations' help
The American Diabetes Association is looking for fraternities/sororities and other
college clubs who would like to hold a fundraising event during National Diabetes Month,
which is November. We will help with publicity, printed material and any other support
that may be needed. For further assistance, call (collect) 235-3395 or write F. William
Rinaldi, Executive Director of ADA-SC affiliate. 313 Mills Ave. Box 8378 Greenville,
S.C. 29604.

TREASURY DRUG
Fills all your prescription and cosmetic needs
Grand Strand Plaza
Myrtle Beach

North Strand Plaza
North Myrtle Beach

.............................

